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 THE PHYSICAL CONDITION OF THE OCEAN. THE PHYSICAL CONDITION OF THE OCEAN.

 activity seems past its most active period in those islands, for no taper-
 ing cones like those of Kamchatka now exist, and most of the hills have
 been rounded by denudation. The most western island, Attu, rises to
 3084 feet, and, like the other islands also, it has steep grassy slopes. A
 faint horizontal line is indicated at 300 feet, where the old sea cliffs rise
 above a gravelly flat 20 to 30 feet high. In the more eastern islands
 there is no trace of beach-lines. The hills are covered with snow, the
 exposed rocks are coloured, and the herbage a vivid green, but trees
 grow nowhere. There are no traces of glaciation.

 The most important fossils from a geographical point of view are
 those of the mammoth, found on the Pribilof group and on Unalaska of
 the Aleutians. Mammoth remains have been found in various other
 parts of Alaska, but always in the flat, unglaciated part; and this
 localization of the distribution of these fossils points to the past land
 connection of Asia and America, which a change of level of only 300
 feet might have brought about.

 There was no polar ice-cap in these regions, and the nearest glacier
 was that of the Cordillera, stretching 1200 miles along the Rocky Moun-
 tains, from 48? to 63? N., and extending to a breadth of 400 miles.
 Dr. Dawson has now traced out not only the south-eastern but also
 the north-western flow of this ice. Middleton, a small island near Prince
 William Sound, consists entirely of boulder clay, and probably is of
 morannic origin, and at the seaward edge of the Cordilleran ice-field.

 THE PHYSICAL CONDITION OF THE OCEAN.*

 You will not be surprised if, having called upon an hydrographer to preside over
 this Section, he takes for the subject of his review the Sea. Less apparently
 interesting, by reason of the uniformity of its surface, than the land which raises
 itself above the level of the waters, and with which the term geography is more
 generally associated, the ocean has, nevertheless, received much attention of later
 years. In Great Britain, especially, which has so long rested its position among
 the nations upon the wealth which our merchant fleets bring to its shores, and
 upon the facilities which the sea affords for communication with our numerous
 possessions all over the globe, investigation into the mysteries, whether of its ever-
 moving surface or of its more hidden depths, has been particularly fascinating. I
 purpose, therefore, to attempt a brief survey of our present knowledge of its
 physical condition.

 The very bulk of the ocean, as compared with that of the visible land, gives it
 an importance which is possessed by no other feature on the surface of our planet.
 Mr. John Murray, after a laborious computation, has shown that its cubical extent
 is probably about fourteen times that of the dry land. This statement appeals
 strongly to the imagination, and forms, perhaps, the most powerful argument in

 * Address to the Geographical Section of the British Association, by Captain
 W. J. L. Wharton, R.N., F.R.S., President of the Section, Oxford, August 9, 1894.
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 favour of the view, steadily gaining ground, that the great oceans have in the main
 existed in the form in which we now see them since the constituents of the earth

 settled down into their present condition. When it is considered that the whole
 of the dry land would only fill up one-third of the Atlantic Ocean, the enormous
 disproportion of the two great divisions of land and sea becomes very apparent.

 The most obvious phenomenon of the ocean is the constant horizontal move-
 ment of its surface waters, which in many parts take well-defined directions. These
 great ocean currents have now been studied for many years, and our knowledge of
 them is approaching a point beyond which it is doubtful whether we shall ever
 much advance, except in small details. For though, while indisputably the waters
 continually move in each great area in generally the same direction, the velocities
 vary, the limits of the different streams and drifts vary, mainly from the ever-
 varying force and direction of the winds. After long hesitation and much argu-
 ment, I think it may be now safely held that the prime motor of the surface
 current is the wind. Not, by any means, the wind that may blow, and even
 persistently blow, over the portion of water that is moving, more or less rapidly, in
 any direction, but the great winds which blow generally from the same general
 quarter over vast areas. These, combined with deflection from the land, settle the
 main surface circulation.

 I do not know if any of my hearers may have seen a very remarkable model,
 devised by Mr. Clayden, in which water disposed over an area shaped like the
 Atlantic, and sprinkled over with lycopodium dust to make movement apparent,
 was subjected to air impelled from various nozzles, representing the mean directions
 of the permanent winds. It dispelled the last doubt I held on the subject, as not
 only were the main currents reproduced, but the smaller effects and peculiarities of
 the Atlantic drifts were produced with surprising accuracy.

 There is a small current, long shown on our charts, but which I had always
 regarded with suspicion. I refer to the stream which, after travelling from the
 Arctic Ocean southward along the east coast of Greenland, turns sharply round
 Cape Farewell to the northward into Davis Straits, where it again doubles sharply
 on itself to the southward. This is exhibited, in the model, in all its details, and
 is evidently caused by the pressure of the water forced by the mimic Gulf Stream
 into the Arctic region, where it has no escape except by this route, and is pressed
 against the land, round which it turns as soon as it can. This is, no doubt, the
 explanation of the real current. The very remarkable winter equatorial current,
 which runs in a narrow belt eastwards, just north of the main stream travelling
 west, was also reproduced with extraordinary fidelity.

 The winds, however, that are ordinarily considered permanent vary greatly,
 while in the monsoon areas the reversal of the currents caused by the opposite
 winds exercise a great influence on the movements of the water far beyond their
 own limits, and anything like a prediction of the precise direction and rate of an
 oceanic stream can never be expected. The main facts, however, of the great
 currents can be most certainly and simply explained in this manner. The trade
 winds are the prime motors. They cause a surface drift of no great velocity over
 large areas in the same general direction as that in which they blow. These drifts,
 after meeting and combining their forces, eventually impinge on the land. They
 are diverted and concentrated, and increase in speed. They either pour through
 passages between islands, as into the Caribbean Sea; are pressed up by the land,
 and escape by the only outlets possible-as, for example, the Strait of Florida, and
 form a great ocean current like the Gulf Stream-or, as in the case of the Agulhas
 current and the powerful stream which runs north along the Zanzibar coast, they
 are simply pressed up against and diverted by the land, and run along it with
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 increased rapidity. These rapid currents are eventually apparently lost in the
 oceans, but they in their turn originate movements of a slower character, which, on
 again passing over shallow water or on meeting land, develop once more into well-
 defined currents.

 We find an analogous state of things on the western side of the Pacific, where
 the Japan current is produced in a similar manner.

 The fact that on all western shores of the great oceans towards which the trade

 winds blow we find the strongest currents running along the coast, is almost enough
 of itself to prove the connection between them. The westerly winds that prevail
 in higher northern and southern latitudes are next in order in producing great
 currents. From the shape of the land, they in some cases take up and continue the
 circulation commenced by the trade winds; in others they themselves originate great
 movements of the water. Compared to the great circulation from this source the
 effect of differences of temperature or of specific gravity is insignificant, though no
 doubt they play their part, especially in causing slow under-circulation, and in a
 greater degree the vertical mixing of the lower waters. No drop of the ocean, even
 at its greatest depth, is ever for one moment at rest.

 Dealing with minor points, the American officers of the Coast and Geodetic
 Survey have found, after long and patient investigation, that the velocity of the
 Gulf Stream in its initial and most marked part, the Strait of Florida, is greatly
 affected by the tide, varying as much as one-half its maximum rate during the
 twenty-four hours. These American investigations are of greatest interest. They
 have extended over the whole area of the Caribbean Sea and its approaches, the
 Gulf of Mexico, and the Gulf Stream proper and its vicinity. In no other part of
 the ocean has observation of this detailed character been carried out, and they
 throw a great light on oceanic circulation. The Blake, the vessel specially fitted
 for the purpose, has during the several years in which she was employed on this
 work anchored in over 2000 fathoms of water, or a depth of considerably more than
 two miles; a feat which would a short time ago have been deemed impossible. One
 great point that has come out very strongly is the continual variation in the
 strength and direction of the currents, and the varying depths to which the surface
 current extend.

 Eastward of the chain of the Windward Islands the general depth of the surface
 movement may be said to be about 100 fathoms, below which tidal influence is very
 distinct. Tr1here is also a very plain backward flow of water, at depths which vary,
 caused by the submarine ridge which connects the Windward Chain of the West
 Indian Islands. These observations also generally support what I have already
 mentioned; that the velocity of a current depends on the strength of winds, possibly
 thousands of miles distant, which have given the original impetus to the water, and
 this, combined with tidal action when the current approaches or runs along a coast,
 will always cause uncertainty on the resultant velocity.

 Dealing for yet another moment with the Gulf Stream, there are two points
 which have not been much dwelt upon, but which have a great effect on its power
 of bringing the modifying influence of its warm water as far as our shores. The
 first is the prevention of its spreading, as it leaves the Strait of Florida, by the
 pressure of the portion of the equatorial current which, unable to get through
 the passages between the Windward Islands, is diverted to the north of the Bahamas,
 and bears down on the eastward side of the Gulf Stream proper, compressing it
 between itself and the cold water flowing southward along the American coast, and
 at the same time adding to its forces and maintaining its high temperature. The
 second is that by the time the Gulf Stream has lost its velocity as a current, in
 about the vicinity of the Bank of Newfoundland, it has arrived in the region of the
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 westerly winds--that is, of winds whose average direction is from west-whose
 influence, causing a surface drift somewhat comparable to that of the trade winds,
 bears the water onward to the British Islands and Norway. Without these prevail-
 ing westerly winds the warm water of the Gulf Stream would never reach these
 shores.

 The depth to which the surface currents extend in other parts is little known.
 Direct observations on under-currents have been rare. In the first place, it is not
 an easy observation to make. Apparatus has generally to be improvised. This has
 usually consisted of some form of flat surface lowered to the required depth, and
 suspended in the water by a buoy, which presents to the resistance of the upper
 stratum a very much smaller area than that of the surface below. More perfect
 machines have been devised, notably, that used by the Americans in their West
 Indian experiments. These, however, are delicate, and require so much care and
 experience in working, and so much time is wanted for such observations, that under
 the pressure of the more urgent requirements on surface movements in the interests
 of navigation very little has been done. The Challenger made some observations
 on the depth of the equatorial current in mid-Atlantic, but they were not very con-
 clusive for lack of suitable appliances. They, however, tended to show that below
 100 fathoms there was but little current.

 It has been calculated theoretically that winds? blowing steadily in one direction
 with the ordinary force of the trade winds would in 100,000 years by friction
 between the particles put the whole of a mass of water 2000 fathoms deep, not
 otherwise influenced, into motion in that direction; but the direction and force of
 the trade winds are ever changing, and the actual strong currents of the ocean are
 not in the trade wind areas, but are the result of these drifts meeting one another
 and being compressed by the conformation of the land. We cannot, therefore,
 expect this theoretical effect to be realized.

 One instance of the underrunning of one current by another is brought very
 plainly to our notice in the North Atlantic, to the east of the Great Banks of New-
 foundland, where the icebergs borne by the arctic current from Baffin Bay pursue
 their course to the southward across the Gulf Stream running eastward. These
 great masses of ice floating with seven-eighths of their volume under the surface,
 draw so much water that they are all but wholly influenced by the under-current.
 A large berg will have its bottom as much as 600 or 700 feet below the surface.
 The only reason that these bergs continue their journey southward is the action of
 the cold under-current.

 It was my good fortune to be ordered in 1872 to undertake a series of experi-
 ments of the currents and under-currents of the Dardanelles and Bosporus. They
 proved most interesting. It was well known that a surface stream is almost con-
 tinuously passing out of the Black Sea through the Bosporus into the Sea of
 Marmara, and again through the Dardanelles into the Mediterranean. Certain
 physicists, of whom Dr. W. Carpenter was one, were, however, of opinion that a
 return current would be found under the surface running in the opposite direction,
 and this I was enabled to demonstrate. Though from the imperfection of our
 apparatus, which we had to devise on the spot, we were unable to exactly propor-
 tionate the quantities of water moving in the two directions, we found, whenever
 the surface current was rushing south-westward through these straits, that for a
 certain distance, from the bottom upwards, the water. was' in rapid motion in the
 opposite direction. It was an astonishing sight to behold the buoys, which supported
 a wooden framework of 36 square feet area, lowered to depths from 100 to 240 feet,
 tearing up the straits against a strong surface current of as much as 3 and 4 miles
 an hour. It was as perfect an ocular demonstration of a counter under-current as
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 could be wished, and the Turks, who watched our proceedings with much suspicion,
 were strongly of opinion that the devil had a hand in it, and only the exhibition
 of the Sultan's firman saved us from interruption. In the investigation of these
 currents we found, as usual, that the wind was the most potent agent. Though
 the surface water from the Black Sea is almost fresh, and the bottom water of the
 heavy Mediterranean density of 1027, it was found that when calm had prevailed
 the surface current slackened, and at times became nil, whilst the under-current
 responded by a similar slackening.

 'The ordinary condition of wind in the regions of the Black Sea and Sea of
 Marmara is that of a prevalent north-east wind. This causes a heaping up of the
 water on the south-west shores of those seas, precisely where the straits open, and
 the surface water therefore rapidly escapes. These straits no doubt present abnormal
 characters, but, so far as surface currents are concerned, the long series of observa-
 tions then made convinced me of the inadequacy of differences of specific gravity,
 which were here at a maximum, to cause any perceptible horizontal flow of water.
 I have said that we were unable to define by direct observation the exact position
 of the dividing line between the opposing currents, but the rapid change in the
 specific gravity at a certain depth, which varied on different days, gave a strong
 indication that the currents changed at this point. A Russian officer, Captain
 Makaroff, afterwards made similar experiments in the Bosporus, but with more
 perfect appliances, and he found that at the point where the specific gravity changed
 the currents also changed.

 I have been anxious to obtain similar observations at the Straits of Babel

 Mandeb, the southern outlet of the Red Sea, where somewhat similar conditions
 prevail. Here the winds are governed by the monsoons. For half the year the
 wind blows from the north down the whole length of the sea, causing a surface
 flow outwards into the Gulf of Aden, and a general lowering of the whole level of
 the sea of about 2 feet. For the other half of the year the wind at the southern
 end of the sea is strong from the south-east, causing a surface set into the Red Sea,
 over which the general level of the water rises, while the northerly wind continues
 to blow throughout the northern half. At either of these times I think it is highly
 probable that there is an undercurrent in the opposite direction to that at the
 surface, but unfortunately the sea disturbance is great and observations are very
 difficult. Observations were, however, made by Captain W. U. Moore in H.M.S.
 Penguin, in 1890, but at a time when the change of monsoon was taking place.
 The result was peculiar, for it appeared that at a depth of about 360 feet the
 movement of the water was tidal, while the surface water was moving slowly in
 one direction-a result general!y similar to that obtained by the Americans in the
 West Indies-but the direction of the tidal flow was directly opposite to what
 might have been expected, viz. the water ran in while the tide fell, and vice versd.
 More observations are, however, needed here before any certain conclusions can be
 formed.

 The depth of the ocean is the next great feature which demands attention. On
 this our knowledge is steadily, though slowly, increasing. The whole of it has
 been gained during the last fifty years. Commenced by Sir James Ross, whose
 means were very small, but who nevertheless demonstrated that the so-called un-
 fathomable ocean was certainly fathomable everywhere, the sounding of the ocean
 has continuously proceeded. The needs of submarine cables have constantly
 demanded knowledge in this particular, and the different cable companies have
 had a large share in ascertaining the facts. Expeditions, whose main object has
 been to obtain soundings, have been sent out, Great Britain and the United States
 taking the first place; but most maritime nations have aided. In the immediate
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 past the additions have mainly been from the soundings which H.M. surveying
 ships continually take whenever on passage from one place to another, from the
 work of our cable companies, and from United States vessels. We have, as a
 result, a very fair general knowledge of the prevailing depths in the Atlantic, but
 of the Indian and Pacific Oceans it is very fragmentary. We have enough to give
 us a general idea, but our requirements increase as years roll on. It is a vast task,
 and, it may be safely said, will never be completed; for we shall never be satisfied
 until we know the variations of level under the water as well as we know those on

 the dry land.
 It is hopeless to do more than to briefly sketch the amount of our knowledge.

 First, as to the greatest depths known. It is very remarkable, and from a geolo-
 gical point of view significant, that the very deepest parts of the ocean are not in or
 near their centres, but in all cases are very near land. One hundred and ten miles
 outside the Kurile Islands, which stretch from the northern point of Japan to the
 north-east, the deepest sounding has been obtained of 4655 fathoms, or 27,930 feet.
 This appears to be in a deep depression, which runs parallel to the Kurile Islands
 and Japan; but its extent is unknown, and may be very large. Seventy miles
 north of Porto Rico, in the West Indies, is the next deepest cast known, viz. 4561
 fathoms, or 27,366 feet; not far inferior to the Pacific depth, but here the deep area
 must be comparatively small, as shallower soundings have been made at distances
 60 miles north and east of it. A similar depression has been sounded during the
 last few years west of the great range of the Andes, at a distance of 50 miles from
 the coast of Peru, where the greatest depth is 4175 fathoms. Other isolated depths
 of over 4000 fathoms have been sounded in the Pacific. One between the Tonga or
 Friendly Islands of 4500 fathoms, one of 4478 fathoms near the Ladrones, and
 another of 4428 fathoms near Pylstaart Island, all in the Western Pacific. They
 all require further investigation to determine their extent. With these few excep-
 tions, the depth of the oceans, so far as yet known, nowhere comes up to 4000
 fathoms, or four sea miles; but there can be little doubt that other similar hollows
 are yet to be found.

 The sea with the greatest mean depth appears to be the vast Pacific, which
 covers 67 millions of the 188 millions of square miles composing the earth's surface.
 Of these 188 millions, 137 millions are sea, so that the Pacific comprises just one-
 half of the water of the globe, and more than one-third of its whole area. The
 Northern Pacific has been estimated by Mr. John Murray to have a mean depth of
 over 2500 fathoms, while the Southern Pacific is credited with a little under 2400
 fathoms. These figures are based on a number of soundings which cannot be desig-
 nated otherwise than very sparse.

 To give an idea of what remains to be done, I will mention that in the eastern
 part of the Central Pacific there is an area of 10,500,000 square miles in which
 there are only seven soundings, whilst in a long strip crossing the whole North
 Pacific, which has an area of 2,800,000 square miles, there is no sounding at all.
 Nevertheless, while the approximate mean depth I am mentioning may be con-
 siderably altered as knowledge increases, we know enough to say that the Pacific is
 generally deeper than the other oceans. The immensity, both in bulk and area, of
 this great mass of water is difficult to realize; but it may assist us when we realize
 that the whole of the land on the globe above water-level, if shovelled into the
 Pacific, would only fill one-seventh of it. The Indian Ocean, with an area of
 25,000,000 square miles, has a mean depth, according to Mr. Murray, of a little
 over 2000 fathoms. This also is estimated from a very insufficient number of
 soundings. The Atlantic, by far the best-sounded ocean, has an area of 31,000,000
 square miles, with a mean depth of about 2,200 fathoms.

 No. III.-SEPTEMBER, 1894.] s
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 The temperature of this huge mass of water is an interesting point. The
 temperature of the surface is most important to us, as it is largely on it that the
 climates of the different parts of the world depend. This is comparatively easy to
 ascertain. We know so much about it that we are not likely to improve on it for
 many years. We are quite able to understand why countries in the same latitude
 differ so widely in their respective mean temperatures; why fogs prevail in certain
 localities more than others; and how it comes about that others are subject to
 tempestuous storms. On the latter point nothing has come out plainer from
 recent discussion than the fact that areas where great differences of surface
 temperature of the sea prevail are those in which storms are generated. It is a
 matter of observation that in the region south of Nova Scotia and Newfoundland
 many of the storms which travel over the Atlantic to this country have their rise.
 An examination of surface temperature shows that in this region the variations
 are excessive, not only from the juxtaposition of the warm water of the Gulf
 Stream and the cold water of the Arctic current flowing southward inside of it,
 but in the Gulf Stream itself, which is composed of streaks of warm and colder
 water, between which differences of as much as 20? Fahr. exist. The same con-
 ditions exist south of the Cape of Good Hope, another well-known birthplace of
 storms. Here the Agulhas-current of about 70? Fahr., diverted by the land, pours
 into the mass of water to the southward, colder by some 25?, and the meeting-
 place is well known as most tempestuous. South-east of the Rio de la Plata is
 another stormy area, and here we find the same abnormal variations in surface
 temperature. Yet another is found off the north-east coast of Japan with the same
 conditions. These differences are brought about by the mingling of water carried
 either by the flowing of a powerful current turned by the land into a mass of water
 of different temperature, as is the case off the Cape of Good Hope, or by the
 luprising of lower strata of cooler water through a shallow surface stream, as appears
 to be the case in the Gulf Stream.

 A remarkable point recently brought to light by the researches of Mr. John
 IMurray in Scotch lochs is the effect of wind on the surface temperature. It has
 been observed that wind driving off a shore drifts the surface water before it. This
 water is replaced by the readiest means, that is to say, by water from below the
 surface rising to take its place. As the lower strata are in all cases cooler than
 the surface, a lowering of the temperature results, and we find, in fact, that near
 all sea-shores off which a steady wind blows the water is cooler than further to
 seaward. This has an important bearing on coral-growth, and explains why on all
 western coasts of the great continents off which the trade winds blow we find an
 almost absolute dearth of coral, while on the eastern coasts, on which warm currents
 impinge, reefs abound, the coral animal flourishing only in water above a certain
 temperature.

 Observations of the temperature of the strata of water between the surface and
 bottom have been of late years obtained in many parts. Compared with the area
 of the oceans they are but few, but our knowledge steadily increases every year.
 The subject of the vertical distribution of temperature has not yet been thoroughly
 investigated in the light of the whole of the information which we now possess, but
 Dr. Alex. Buchan has been for some time devoting his spare time to the task, and
 it is a heavy labour, for the data obtained here and there over the world by different
 ships of all maritime nations are very difficult to collect and to appraise, but I under-
 stand that before long we shall have the result, which will prove very interesting,
 in the last volume of the Challenger series.

 It will readily be understood that observations on temperatures at great depths
 require great care. In the first place, the thermometers must be most carefully
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 manufactured. They must be subjected to rigorous tests, and they must be care-
 fully handled during the operation. All observations are not of the same value,
 and the discussion, therefore, presents considerable difficulty and demands much
 discretion. In the mean time we can state certain known facts. We have learnt
 that the depth of the warm surface water is small. In the equatorial current
 between Africa and South America, where the surface is of a temperature of 78?,
 at 100 fathoms it is only 550, a difference of 23?, and a temperature of 40? is reached
 at 400 fathoms. In this region, so far as knowledge goes, the fall in temperature
 as we descend is most rapid, but generally speaking the same variations prevail
 everywhere. In the tropical Pacific the temperature falls 32? from the surface,
 where it stands at 82?, to a depth of 200 fathoms, 40? being reached at from 500 to
 600 fathoms below the surface. Below the general depth of 400 to 600 fathoms,
 the temperature decreases very slowly, but there is considerable variation in the
 absolute amount of it when we get to great depths in different parts of the ocean.

 One of the most interesting facts that has been recognized is, that in enclosed
 hollows of the ocean the bottom temperature is apparently much less than that
 of the stratum of water at a corresponding depth in the waters outside the sub-
 marine ridge that forms the enclosing walls, separating them from deeper areas
 beyond; and is, in all cases that have been observed, equal to that on the ridge.
 From this fact we are enabled to supplement our imperfect knowledge of depths,
 because if, in a certain part of an ocean, we find that the temperature at great
 depths is higher than we know exists at similar depths in waters apparently con-
 nected, we can feel certain that there is a submarine ridge which cuts off the
 bottom waters from moving along, and that the depth on this ridge is that at
 which is found the corresponding temperature in the outer waters. As a corollary
 we also assume that the movement of water at great depths is confined to an
 almost imperceptible movement, for if there was a motion that we could term, in
 the ordinary acceptation of the word, a current, it would infallibly surmount a
 ridge and pour over the other side, carrying its lower temperature with it. A
 notable instance is the bottom temperature of the North Atlantic. This is nowhere
 below 35? Fahr., although the depths are very great. But in the South Atlantic, at a
 depth of only 2800 fathoms the bottom temperature is but a little above 32? Fahr.,
 and we are therefore convinced that somewhere between Africa and South America,
 though soundings do not yet show it, there must be a ridge at a depth of about
 2,000 fathoms. We also come to the same conclusion with regard to the eastern
 and western portions of the South Atlantic, where similar differences prevail. Again,
 the few temperatures that have been obtained in the eastern South Pacific show a
 considerable difference from those in the South Atlantic, and we are compelled to
 assume a ridge from the Falkland Islands to the Antarctic continent.

 It is interesting that the investigation into the translation of the great seismic
 wave caused by the eruption of Krakatoa in 1883 led to a similar and entirely
 independent conclusion. The wave caused by the explosion in the Straits of Sunda
 reached Cape Horn, where by good chance a French meteorological expedition had
 erected an automatic tide-gauge, but instead of one series of waves being marked
 on the paper there were two. A little consideration showed that, the South Pole
 having directly interposed between Sunda Straits and Cape Horn, the waves
 diverted by the land about the pole would arrive from both sides. One wave, how-
 ever, made its appearance seven hours before the other. Study showed that the
 earliest wave coincided in time with a wave travelling on the Pacific side of the
 pole, with a velocity due to the known depth, while the later wave must have been
 retarded in its journey via the South Atlantic. The only possible explanation is
 that the wave had been impeded by comparatively shallow water. The evidence
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 from bottom temperature was then unknown, and thus does one branch of investiga-
 tion aid another.

 In the Western Pacific the water is colder, a few bottom temperatures of a
 little over 33? Fahr. having been found in the deep trough east of the Tonga Islands;
 but the North Pacific, though the deeper ocean-of enormous area and volume-
 is apparently again cut off by a submarine ridge. The north-western part of the
 Indian Ocean is for similar reasons assumed to be divided from the main body, the
 shallower water probably running from the Seychelles to the Maldive Islands.

 Mr. Buchanan has pointed out why some parts of oceans, deep and vast though
 they be, are, when cut off from communication with others, warmer at the bottom.
 Water can only sink through lower layers when it is the heavier, and though a
 warm surface current becomes from evaporation denser, its heat makes it specific-
 ally lighter than the strata below. It is only when such a current parts gradually
 with its heat, as in travelling from tropical to temperate regions, that it sinks and
 slowly but surely carries its temperature with it, modifying the extreme natural
 cold of the bottom layers. In the North Atlantic and Pacific we have such a con-
 dition. The great currents of the Gulf Stream and Japan current, as they flow to
 the north, sink, and in the course of ages hlave succeeded in raising the bottom
 temperature three or four degrees. In the southern seas this influence is not at
 work, and, directly connected with the more open water round the South Pole,
 there is nothing to carry to the abysmal depths any heat to raise them from their
 normal low temperatures, due to the absence of any heating influence. The ice
 masses round the South Pole have probably little or no effect on bottom temperature,
 as the fresher, though colder, water will not sink; and, as a matter of fact, warmer
 water is found at a few hundred fathoms than at the surface. The lowest tempera-
 ture ever obtained was by Sir John Ross in the Arctic Ocean in Davis Straits at a
 depth of 680 fathoms, when he recorded a reading of 25? F. This probably requires
 confirmation, as thermometers of those days were somewhat imperfect. In the
 great oceans the greatest cold is found on the western side of the South Atlantic,
 where the thermometer stands at 32'3? Fahr., but temperatures of 29? Fahr. have
 been obtained of recent years east of the Faeroe Islands, north of the ridge which
 cuts off the deeper waters of the Arctic from the Atlantic.

 Though scarcely within the limits of my subject, which is the sea itself, I must
 say a few words on the sea floor. The researches carried on in the Challenger
 revealed that, while for a certain distance from the continents the bottom is com-
 posed of terrestrial detritus, everywhere in deep water it is mainly composed of the
 skeletons or remains of skeletons of the minute animals that have lived in the
 water. In comparatively small depths we find remains of many shells. As
 the depth increases to 500 fathoms or so we get mainly the calcareous shells of the
 globigerinae, which may be said to form by far the greater part of the oceanic floor.
 In deeper water still, where pressure, combined with the action of the carbonic
 acid, has dissolved all calcareous matter, we find an impalpable mud with skeletons
 of the silicious radiolaria of countless forms of the greatest beauty and complexity.
 Deeper still, i.e. in water of-speaking generally-over 3000 fathoms, we find a
 reddish-coloured clayey mud, in which the only traces of recognizable organic
 remains are teeths of sharks and cetacea, many belonging to-extinct species. What
 the depths of these deposits may be is a subject of speculation. It may be that
 some day, as mechanical appliances are improved, we shall find means of boring,
 but up to the present no such operation has been attempted.

 On the specific gravity of the water of the sea I can say but little except that
 it varies considerably. It is not yet known for certainty how far the specific
 gravities observed at various points and depths remain appreciably constant. In
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 localities where evaporation is great, and other influences do not interfere, it is
 evident that the specific gravity of the surface will be high; a consideration which
 observations confirm, but there are many complications which require more observa-
 tion before they can be resolved. In some few places repeated observations permit
 deductions, but, taking the sea as a whole, we are yet very ignorant of the facts
 bearing on this point.

 The waves which for ever disturb the surface of the sea demand much study.
 The greatest of these, and the most regular, is the tidal wave. On this many
 powerful intellects have been brought to bear, but it still presents many un-
 solved anomalies. Lord Kelvin and Professor Darwin have demonstrated that

 the tidal movement is made up of many waves depending upon different func-
 tions of the moon and sun, some being semi-diurnal, some diurnal. The time of
 transit over the meridian, the declination of both bodies, create great variations;
 the changing distance and position of the moon and the position of her node
 also have great effect, while the ever-varying direction and force of the winds,
 and the different pressure of the atmosphere play their part, and sometimes a very
 large part, on what is somewhat loosely known as the meteorological tide. The
 amplitude of the oscillation of the water depending upon each of the astronomical
 functions varying for every point on the earth, the effect is that, each having a
 different period, the resulting mean movement of the water has most astonishing
 variations. In some places there is but one apparent tide in the day; in others
 this phenomenon only occurs at particular periods of each lunation, while in the
 majority of cases it is the movements of each alternate tide only that appear to
 have much to do with one another. Though after long observation made of
 the times and ranges of tides at any one spot, they can now be predicted with
 great accuracy, for that particular place, by the method of harmonic analysis,
 perfected by Professor G. Darwin, the meteorological tide excepted, no one can
 yet say what the tide will be at any spot where observations have not been
 made.

 Observations all over the world have now shown that there is no part where
 the tidal movement is so regular and simple as around the British islands. This is
 more remarkable when it is found that the tides on the other side of the Atlantic-
 at Nova Scotia, for instance-are very complicated. T'he minor tides, which in
 most parts of the world, when combined in one direction, amount to a very con-
 siderable fraction of the principal lunar and solar tides, and consequently greatly
 increase or diminish their effects, are iu Great Britain so insignificant that their
 influence is trifling; but why this should be I have never yet found any one to
 explain. Nevertheless there are many very curious points about our tides which
 are plainly caused by interference, or, in other words, by the meeting of two tidal
 waves arriving from opposite directions, or from the rebound of the tidal waves
 from other coasts. This effect, also, it has been so far found impossible to predict
 without observation. On our southern coasts, for instance; in the western part the
 tide rises about 15 feet, but as it travels eastward the range becomes less and less
 until, about Poole, it reaches a minimum of 6 feet. Further east again it increases
 to Hastings, where the range is 21: feet. Yet further east it again gradually
 diminishes. This is due to the reflection from the French coast, which brings
 another wave which either superposes itself upon, or reduces the effect of, the main
 tide advancing up the English Channel; but the details of such reflection are so
 complex that no one could forecast them without more knowledge than we possess.
 There can be little doubt that to this cause, reflection, is mainly due the variations
 in the amount of mean range of tide which are found on many coasts at different
 parts; and as these reflected waves may arrive from great distances, and be many
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 in number, we may cease to wonder at the extraordinary differences in range of tide
 which prevail, though it will be understood that this is wholly separate from the
 varying heights of each successive tide, or of the tide at different parts of each
 lunation, or at different times of the year, which depend upon the astronomical
 influences.

 The actual height of the tide in deep water is small, but on passing into shallow
 water when approaching a shore, and especially when rolling up a gulf of more or
 less funnel shape, it becomes increased by the retardation caused by friction, and by
 compression laterally, and hence the height of the tide on a coast affected by other
 causes is greater than in the open sea. The oceanic tide wave is supposed to be
 from 2 to 3 feet in height, but as this has been assumed from observations made at
 small oceanic islands where, although the magnifying influences mentioned are at a
 minimum, tley still exist, we wait for precise information until some means of
 actually measuring the tide in deep water is devised.

 The waves due to wind, though not so far-reaching in their effects as the
 majestic march of the tide wave, are phenomena which are more apparent to the
 traveller on the ocean. The deep sea in a heavy gale presents, perhaps, the most
 impressive manifestation of the powers of nature which man can behold, and doubt-
 less many of us have experienced feelings that may vary from awe and wonder to
 sheer delight, according to the temperament of each individual, at for the first time
 finding himself face to face with this magnificent sight, though I rather fear that
 discomfort is the prevailing feeling that many carry away. The height to which
 storm waves may rise has never been very satisfactorily determined. Apart from
 the difficulty of the task and the small number of people who will address them-
 selves to it when they have the chance, it is but rarely that any individual sees
 really abnormal waves, even though he may be at sea all his life. Different heights
 for what are called maximum waves have been recorded, and they vary fiom 40 to
 90 feet from crest to hollow. All we can say is that the most probable figure is
 about 50 or 60 feet. These great storm waves travel very far. In some cases they
 convey a warning, as their velocity always far exceeds that at which the storm is.
 travelling. In others they intimate that a gale of which no more is seen has.
 occurred somewhere-it may be many miles distant. When they have travelled
 beyond the limits of the wind which raised them, they lose the steepness of slope
 which characterizes them when under its influence, and become an undulation

 which is scarcely noticed when in deep water. On approaching shallow water,
 however, they are again apparent, and the " rollers " that occur unperiodically at
 various places in latitudes where gales never occur would seem to be caused by
 such waves, originating in areas many thousands of miles distant. Such appears.
 to be the origin of the well-known rollers at Ascension and St. Helena, where the
 rocky and exposed nature of the landing has caused this phenomenon to be especially
 noticed.

 Other rollers are, however, undoubtedly due to earthquakes or volcanic erup-
 tions occurring in the bed of the sea. Many of the great and sudden waves which
 have caused devastation and great loss of life on the shores of western South
 America are referable to this cause. Observations to enable the focus of such a
 disturbance to be traced have generally been lacking, but it is probable that where
 the wave has been large the point of origin has not been far distant. In one
 notable instance the conditions were reversed. The point of origin was known
 and the distance to which the resulting wave travelled could be fairly satisfactorily
 traced. This was the great eruption in the Straits of Sunda, in August, 1883,
 which locally resulted in the disappearance of the major part of the island of Kra-
 katoa, and the loss of nearly 40,000 lives, on the neighbouring shores of Java and
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 Sumatra, by the huge wave which devastated them. The records of automatic
 tide-gauges and the observations of individuals enabled the waves emanating from
 this disturbance to be followed to great distances. These waves were of great
 length, the crests arriving at intervals of about an hour, and moving with a velocity
 of about 350 miles an hour, were about that distance apart. The waves recorded
 at Cape Horn were apparently undoubtedly due to the eruption, and travelled dis-
 tances of 7500 miles and 7800 miles in their course on either side of the south polar
 land. They were only 5 inches in height above mean level of the sea, while the
 waves recorded at places on the southern part of Africa, at a distance of about 5000
 miles from the scene of the eruption, were from 1 to 2 feet high, the original
 long waves being of an unknown height, but probably did not exceed 10 or 15 feet.
 No other such opportunity of testing the distances to which great waves may travel
 has ever occurred, and as such a catastrophe as gave rise to them could scarcely be
 repeated without similar loss of life, it may be hoped we shall not live to see an-
 other, interesting though the discussion of the numerous phenomena were.

 The movement of the particles of water due to the tide wave extends to the
 bottom of the deepest water, and doubtless plays an important part in keeping up
 a constant motion in the abysses, but the depth to which the action of the surface
 waves originating in wind reach is still but little known by observation. If, how-
 ever, we study the contour of the bottom off the shores of land exposed to the full
 influence of the great oceans, we are struck by the very general rapid increase of
 slope after a depth of about 80 to 100 fathoms (500 to 600 feet) has been reached.
 It appears probable that this is connected with the depth to which wave action
 may extend, the fine particles brought down by rivers or washed from the land by
 the attrition of the breakers being distributed and gradually moved down the slope.
 When we examine banks in the open sea we find, however, that there are a great
 many with a general depth of from 30 to 40 fathoms, and the question arises
 whether this may not be the general limit of the power of oceanic waves to cut
 down the mass acted upon when it is fairly friable.

 The question has an interesting bearing on the subject of the ever-debated
 origin of coral atolls, for this is the general depth of many large lagoons; and
 granted that the sea can cut down land to this depth, we have at once an approach
 to the solution of the problem of the formation of bases of a suitable depth and
 material upon which the coral animal can commence operations. This question
 also awaits more light, and I merely offer this remark as a suggestion. It is, how-

 ever, somewhat remarkable that, in recent cases of volcanic islands piled up by
 submarine eruptions, they have all been more or less rapidly washed away, and are
 in process of further diminution under the surface.

 Observations on the mean level of the sea show that it constantly varies, in
 some places more than others. This subject has not yet been worked out. In some
 localities it is plainly due to wind, as in the Red Sea, where the summer level is some
 2 feet below that of winter, owing to the fact that in summer the wind blows
 down the whole length of the sea, and drives the water out. In many places, as
 in the great estuary of the Rio de la Plata, the level is constantly varying with the
 direction of the winds, and the fluctuation due to this cause is greatly in excess of
 the tidal action. In others the cause is not so clear. At Sydney, New South
 Wales, Mr. Russell found that during eleven years the level was constantly
 falling at about an inch a year, but by the last accounts received it was again
 stationary.

 The variations in the pressure of the atmosphere play an important part in
 changes of sea-level. A difference of one inch in the barometer has been shown to

 be followed by a difference of a foot in the mean level of the sea, and in parts of the
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 world where the mean height of the barometer varies much with the seasons, and
 the tidal range is small, this effect is very marked.

 Of any secular change in the level of the sea little is known. This-can only be
 measured by comparison with the land, and it is a question which is the more
 unstable, the land or the water-probably the land, as it has been shown that the
 mass of the land is so trifling, compared with that of the ocean, that it would take
 a great deal to alter the general mean level of the latter.

 All the points connected with the sea that I have had the honour of bringing
 before you form part of the daily observation of the marine surveyor when he has
 the chance, but I cannot refrain from also mentioning other duties, which are
 indeed, in the present state of our knowledge and of the practical requirements
 of navigation, the principal points to which he has to pay attention, as it may
 explain why our knowledge on so many interesting details still remains very
 imperfect.

 Working as we do in the interests of the vast marine of Great Britain, the
 paramount necessity of good navigational charts requires that the production of
 such charts should be our principal aim. It is difficult for a landsman, and difficult
 even for a sailor who has never done such work, to realize the time that is necessary
 to make a really complete marine survey. The most important part, the ascertain-
 ment of the depth, is done, so to speak, in the dark-that is to say, it is by touch,
 and not by sight, that we have to find the different elevations and depressions of
 the bottom of the sea. In making a map of the land, an isolated rock or hill stands
 up like a beacon above the surrounding land, and is at once localized and marked,
 but a similar object under the sea can only be found by patient and long-continued
 sounding, and may very easily be missed.

 When it is considered that marine surveying has only been seriously under-
 taken for about 100 years, with a very limited number of vessels, we shall, I think,
 understand how in the vast area of the waters, taking only those bordering the
 shores, many unsuspected dangers are yearly discovered. Very, very few coasts
 have been minutely surveyed, and, setting aside for a moment the great changes
 that take place off shores where sandbanks prevail, I should be sorry to say that
 even on our own coasts charts are perfect. Yearly around Great Britain previously
 unknown rocks come to light, and if this is the case at home, what are we to think
 of the condition of charts of less-known localities ? Our main efforts, therefore, are
 directed to the improvement of charts for safe navigation, and the time that can be
 spared to the elucidation of purely scientific problems is limited. Nevertheless, the
 daily work of the surveyor is so intimately connected with these scientific problems
 that year by year, slowly but surely, we add to the accumulation of our knowledge
 of the sea.

 MORPHOMETRY OF THE LAKE OF CONSTANCE.*

 IN 1886 the five shore-states of the Lake of Constance appointed a commission for
 the construction of a map of the lake, which determined the outline of this, the largest
 of German lakes, by means of new triangulations, and carried out extensive sound-
 ing operations in it. The results of these labours were laid down in a map, on the
 basis of which a calculation of the volume has been made under the direction of

 Professor A. Penck, in the Geographical Institute of the Vienna University, under
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 * Communicated by Dr. K. Peucker, of Vienna. * Communicated by Dr. K. Peucker, of Vienna.
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